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The variability in the prognosis of individuals with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) suggests that HCC may comprise

several distinct biological phenotypes. These phenotypes may result from activation of different oncogenic pathways during

tumorigenesis and/or from a different cell of origin. Here we address whether the transcriptional characteristics of HCC can

provide insight into the cellular origin of the tumor. We integrated gene expression data from rat fetal hepatoblasts and adult

hepatocytes with HCC from human and mouse models. Individuals with HCC who shared a gene expression pattern with fetal

hepatoblasts had a poor prognosis. The gene expression program that distinguished this subtype from other types of HCC

included markers of hepatic oval cells, suggesting that HCC of this subtype may arise from hepatic progenitor cells. Analyses

of gene networks showed that activation of AP-1 transcription factors in this newly identified HCC subtype might have key roles

in tumor development.

HCC is the fifth most common cancer in the world1. The incidence of
HCC has doubled in the United States over the past 25 years and the
incidence and mortality rates of HCC seem likely to double again over
the next 10–20 years2. Individuals with HCC have a highly variable
clinical course3,4. The prognostic variability of individuals with HCC
supports the notion that HCC comprises several biologically distinct
subgroups. This variability probably reflects a molecular heterogeneity
that has not been appreciated from methods traditionally used
to characterize HCC. Improving the classification of individuals
with HCC would at minimum improve the application of
currently available treatment modalities and at most offer new
treatment strategies.

Cancer cells evolve from normal cells after accumulation of genetic
and epigenetic alterations5. Although the gene expression patterns in
cancer cells reflect these alterations, a considerable fraction of the gene
expression program of the cancer cells is characteristic of the non-
transformed cellular lineages from which the cancer originated6.
Analysis of gene expression profiles of cancer cell lines indicated
that neither physiological adaptation in vivo nor experimental adapta-
tion in vitro were sufficient to overwrite the gene expression programs
established during development7. These data suggest that the global
gene expression profiles of tumors may provide crucial information
on the cellular origin of the tumors. As it is established that HCC can
have its origin in both adult hepatocytes and hepatic progenitor cells

(for review see ref. 8), we decided to test whether global gene
expression analysis of human HCC would identify subtypes of HCC
derived from hepatocytes and hepatic progenitor cells. We adopted an
experimental strategy involving the generation of gene expression data
from multiple species suitable for integration and cross-comparison.

RESULTS

Cross-comparison of gene expression data

As an extension of our previous analysis strategy9, we conducted a
study to stratify individuals with HCC into homogeneous groups by
integrating gene expression data from three different species. Using
only orthologous genes, we integrated gene expression data from rat
fetal hepatoblasts and adult hepatocytes and 61 cases of HCC from
Chinese individuals. We sought to determine the fraction of human
HCC that shares gene expression patterns with fetal hepatoblasts.
Gene expression data from 39 cases of mouse HCC from five different
mouse tumor models were also integrated as controls for hepatocyte-
originated HCC because all of the transgenes in mouse models are
under the control of the hepatocyte-specific Alb1 promoter10. In
hierarchical clustering analysis of the integrated data, the two pre-
viously recognized subgroups of rat hepatoblasts and hepatocytes and
two subgroups of mouse HCC were still separated from each other
(Fig. 1a)9,11. Notably, 14 human HCCs were tightly coclustered with
rat fetal hepatoblasts from embryonic day (E)13 to E16 (hepatoblast
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or HB subtype), whereas the rest of the human HCCs were
either coclustered with rat hepatocytes or were excluded from the
hepatoblast core cluster (hepatocyte or HC subtype). Members of this
newly identified HB subtype of HCC also resided in a compact and
easily separable three-dimensional space when viewed by a three-
dimensional multidimensional scaling plot based on their overall
similarity of expression patterns (data not shown), indicating a robust
subtype. Coclustering of some human HCC with rat hepatoblasts
suggested that HCC of the HB subtype might arise from bipotential
hepatic progenitor cells that can differentiate into both hepatocytes
and cholangiocytes12,13, whereas the majority of human HCC might
be derived from hepatocytes. Exclusion of mouse HCC from the
hepatoblast core cluster also strongly supported this notion.

The two subtypes were similar with respect to the individuals’
gender, age, serological level of a fetoprotein (AFP; 4300 ng/ml),
Edmonson grade and presence of cirrhosis in surrounding tissues
(data not shown). Kaplan-Meier plots, however, indicated poorer
survival in individuals with the HB subtype (P o 0.001, log-rank
test) when compared with those who had the HC subtype (Fig. 1b).
Thus, molecular differences that reflect the origin of tumor cells were
associated with a marked difference in clinical outcome.

Construction and validation of prediction models

Having defined by unsupervised cluster analysis two distinctive sub-
types of human HCC that reflect the origin of tumor cells, we next
sought to validate these results using gene expression data from 78
white individuals with HCC. We applied five different statistical
methods to determine whether gene expression patterns could be
used to predict the likelihood of the HB or HC subtypes in the HCC
validation cohort (Fig. 2a). Briefly, we identified the most differen-
tially expressed genes between the two subtypes in the Chinese cohort
(the training set). These genes were combined to form a series of
classifiers that estimate the probability that a particular HCC belongs

to subtype HB or HC. The number of genes in the classifiers was
optimized to minimize misclassification errors during the leave-one-
out cross-validation of the tumors in the training set. When applied to
the white cohort (the test set), all five models produced consistent
prediction patterns. All Kaplan-Meier plots in the test set showed
significant differences between survival of individuals with subtype
HB and HC that were independently predicted by the six different
prediction models (Fig. 2b). These results showed not only strong
association of gene expression patterns with the survival of the
individuals, but also a robust reproducibility of these gene expres-
sion–based predictors.

Three distinct subgroups of HCC

Having identified two subtypes of HCC that may reflect the origin of
tumor cells, we next sought to assess the relationship of the newly
identified subtypes with two previously recognized subclasses of HCC
(clusters A and B) that were classified by applying unsupervised cluster
analysis of genome-wide gene expression patterns14. We first deter-
mined whether we could identify the two previously recognized
subclasses of HCC in larger and more heterogeneous cohorts. We
applied hierarchical cluster analysis to gene expression data from the
pooled 139 human HCCs, and showed the presence of two previously
recognized subclasses (Fig. 3a). Kaplan-Meier plots showed a signifi-
cant difference between two subclasses (cluster A and B) in overall
survival (P o 0.001; Fig. 3b) as well as between HB and HC subtypes
(P o 0.001; Fig. 3c). Although the 22 HCCs in the HB subtype
identified by both unsupervised and supervised methods (Figs. 1 and
2) were clustered together and shared gene expression patterns that are
characteristic of fast-growing cells with the rest of the HCCs in cluster
A (proliferation signature; Fig. 3a), HB and HC subtypes in cluster A
were significantly different in overall survival (P ¼ 0.006; Fig. 3d).
Based on two independent signatures, hepatoblast gene expression
signature and genome-wide global gene expression signature, we
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Figure 1 Hierarchical cluster analysis of integrated gene expression data from rat hepatoblasts and hepatocytes, and from mouse and human HCC.

(a) A dendrogram and heat-map overview of the two-way hierarchical cluster analysis of gene expression data from 109 samples (9 rat samples from fetal

hepatoblasts and adult hepatocytes, 39 mouse HCC from five different mouse models, and 61 HCCs from Chinese individuals), using 80 orthologous genes.

Columns represent individual samples and rows represent each gene. Each cell in the matrix represents the expression level of a gene feature in an

individual sample. Red and green in cells reflect high and low expression levels, respectively, as indicated in the scale bar (log2-transformed scale). Colored

bars between dendrogram and heat-map represent rat, mouse and human samples, as indicated at the bottom of diagram. (b) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall

survival of individuals with the HB and HC subtypes of HCC from hierarchical clustering analysis of integrated gene expression data. P ¼ 0.001, log-rank

test. +, censored data.
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further divided individuals with HCC into three subgroups and found
a significant association of overall survival with the subgroups (P o
0.001; Fig. 3e). To further assess the clinical significance of the three
subgroups, we compared the recurrence rate in the subgroups and
found a significant association of recurrence rate with subgroups as
well (P o 0.001; Fig. 3f). These findings support the hypothesis that
the subgroups represent distinct categories of HCC that originate from
malignant transformation of different cellular lineages in the liver and/
or dissimilar mechanisms of transformation.

Biological insights into the HB subtype of HCC

As all HB subtype HCCs are part of cluster A and shared gene
expression patterns with the rest of the HCCs in cluster A (Fig. 3a), we
applied Venn diagram comparison of two gene lists to select gene
expression patterns unique for the HB subtype and independent of the

difference between clusters A and B. First, we generated two different
gene lists by applying the two-sample t-test (Po 0.001; Fig. 4a). Gene
list C represents the genes that were differentially expressed between
clusters A and B, and gene list H represents the genes that were
differentially expressed between the HB and HC subtypes. When we
compared the two gene lists, we found three different patterns: C not
H (2,836 genes), C and H (2,366 genes) and H not C (907 genes;
Fig. 4b). Genes in the C not H category largely reflect the character-
istics of cell proliferation and loss of liver functions in HCC (data not
shown). Genes in the C and H category have both cluster-specific as
well as subtype-specific expression patterns. Although expression
patterns of many genes were similar in all HCCs of cluster A, we
observed a more pronounced alteration of expression in some genes in
HCCs of subtype HB. Notably, although expression of genes in the H
not C category showed considerable differences between subtypes HB

and HC in cluster A, we observed almost no
differences between clusters A and B in sub-
type HC, signifying a unique gene expression
signature that is only detectable in subtype
HB (Fig. 4b).

To identify the predominant signaling net-
works that might drive tumorigenesis in the
HB subtype, we next carried out pathway
analysis on the 907 genes unique to the HB
subtype (Fig. 4b) using the Ingenuity Path-
way Analysis. This analysis showed a series of
putative networks of which the top 10 with
high score (410) are listed in Supplemen-
tary Table 1 online. Functional connectivity
of the top network (network 1) showed a
strong over-representation of the AP-1 tran-
scription factors FOS, FOSL2 and JUNB,
suggesting that they might have important
roles in tumorigenesis in HCC subtype HB.
To further examine the involvement of AP-1
transcription factors, we used another path-
way analysis tool, PathwayAssist. In addition
to the 907 genes previously identified, we
included 795 genes that showed significant
differences between HB and HC subtypes in
cluster A (P o 0.001, the two-sample t-test)
to obtain a more comprehensive view of the
gene networks in subtype HB (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1 online). To this end, we focused
on genes that are connected to JUN-FOS
heterodimers–AP-1 complex, in the networks,
and found that many of the direct down-
stream targets of JUN and FOS are upregu-
lated in the HB subtype (Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Note online). Although
expression of FOS is higher in the HB sub-
type, expression of JUN is not altered in
either HB or HC subtypes, indicating that
the activation of AP-1 in the HB subtype
is driven by JUN binding partners or by
other mechanisms of JUN activation such as
mutations or N-terminal phosphorylation.

The gene expression program that distin-
guishes the HB subtype from other types of
HCC includes well-known markers of hepatic
oval cells (adult hepatic progenitor cells).
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Figure 2 Construction of prediction models and evaluation of predicted outcome. (a) Schematic

overview of the strategy used for the construction of prediction models and evaluation of predicted

outcomes based on gene expression signatures. (b) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival of individuals
with HCC in validation set predicted by compound covariate predictor (CCP), one nearest neighbor

(1NN), three nearest neighbor (3NN), nearest centroid (NC), support vector machines (SVM) and linear

discriminator analysis (LDA). The differences between groups were significant as indicated (log-rank

test). +, censored data.
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Expression of KRT7, KRT19 and VIM is significantly higher in the HB
subtype of HCC in individuals of cluster A (P o 0.001, two-sample
t-test), probably reflecting the derivation of these HCCs from hepatic
progenitor cells (Supplementary Fig. 2 online).

As our previous study showed a considerable correlation of prog-
nosis with apoptosis and cell proliferation14, we measured the pro-
liferation and apoptosis rates of HCC belonging to subtypes HB and
HC in individuals of cluster A. When the proliferation rates of tumor
cells were assessed by immunostaining with antibodies to Ki-67, we
found no difference between the HB and HC subtypes of cluster
A HCCs, whereas proliferation rates were significantly higher in
cluster A than cluster B regardless of subtype of HCCs in cluster A
(P o 0.001, two-sample t-test; Supplementary Fig. 3 online). Like-
wise, the apoptosis index showed similar differences (Supplementary
Fig. 3 online). Both results suggest that cell proliferation and apoptosis
do not account for the difference in prognosis in the two subtypes of
cluster A HCCs. We found, however, that five genes, MMP1, PLAUR,
TIMP1, CD44 and VIL2 (which encodes EZRIN), all downstream
targets of AP-1, are known to be involved in invasion and metastasis
(Fig. 5 and Supplementary Note online)15–20. EZRIN is a member of
the ERM family that is crucial to maintaining cell adhesion, and recent
studies identified it as a key component in metastasis of pediatric
cancers19–21. EZRIN directly interacts with the cytoplasmic tail of
CD44, which has also been suggested in many studies to be involved in
metastasis22. This observation suggests that the HB subtype might

have a more invasive phenotype, which may contribute to the poorer
prognosis in this subtype.

Further biological insight into the HB subtype of HCC was
obtained by correlating molecular subtype with clinicopathological
features of HCCs (Supplementary Table 2 online). This analysis
showed that the HB subtype did not form a distinct morphological
entity, even though HB subtype tended to be more invasive than the
HC subtype.

Prognostic utility of hepatoblast signature in HCC

Previous and current studies generated two independent gene expres-
sion signatures in HCC14. The proliferation signature identified
previously was the dominant characteristic that permitted the strati-
fication of individuals into cluster A and B (Fig. 3a,b), whereas the
hepatoblast stem cell signature identified here made it possible to
stratify individuals into HB and HC subtypes (Figs. 1 and 2). To
evaluate the prognostic power of the two independent signatures, we
applied univariate and multivariate analysis of the signatures with
known clinical and pathologic risk factors for progression of HCC. In
agreement with previous reports23,24, several tumor characteristics
were associated with overall survival and recurrence in univariate Cox
proportional hazards analysis (Supplementary Table 3 online). Multi-
variate analyses that included all relevant pathological variables and
the molecular subtype showed that only the HB subtype was inde-
pendently associated with both recurrence and worse survival. Our
findings suggest that the HB subtype retains its prognostic relevance
even after the ‘classical’ pathological prognostic features have been
taken into account. Moreover, hepatoblast stem cell gene expression
signature was revealed independently of HCC gene expression patterns
and clinicopathological features of the tumors, indicating that the
potential clinical utility of the signature might come from better
mechanistic understanding of HCC progression.

DISCUSSION

Here, we uncovered a subtype of HCC that has not been previously
recognized by conventional diagnostic methods. Unequal distribution
of expression patterns of genes enriched in fetal hepatoblasts and of
direct downstream targets of AP-1 in subtypes with different survival
suggest that distinct molecular features of HCC reflected in gene
expression patterns govern the clinical phenotypes9,14,25.

The variability in the prognosis of individuals with HCC probably
reflects molecular heterogeneity. The heterogeneous features of HCC
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a Figure 3 Three distinctive subtypes of HCC defined by gene expression

patterns. (a) Hierarchical cluster analysis of 139 human HCCs. We selected

genes with o30% of missing expression data across the tissues, as well as

an expression ratio of at least twofold difference relative to reference in at

least 10% (14 HCCs) of tissues for cluster analysis (3,992 genes). The light

blue bar on the left indicates the cell proliferation gene expression

signature. (b) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival of individuals with HCC

grouped solely on the basis of gene expression profiling (clusters A and B).

P o 0.001, log-rank test. (c) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival of

individuals with HCC grouped on the basis of the similarity of gene

expression patterns to rat hepatoblast or hepatocyte gene expression

signatures (subtypes HB and HC). We identified 22 HB subtypes of HCC by

either hierarchical cluster analysis of multispecies gene expression data set

(Fig. 1) or prediction models (Fig. 2; P o 0.001). (d) Kaplan-Meier plots

of overall survival of individuals with HB or HC subtype of HCC in cluster A
(P ¼ 0.006). (e) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival of three different

subtypes of HCC identified by two independent analyses (P o 0.001).

(f) Kaplan-Meier plots of HCC recurrence of three different subtypes of

HCC identified by two independent analyses. Recurrence data were available

from only 66 individuals (P o 0.001). +, censored data.
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may also explain the high level of resistance against a range of
therapeutic agents26. The high level of redundancy enables tumors
to promote growth and survival in several ways. Therefore, it is
difficult to estimate the efficacy of a treatment when it is applied to
the entire heterogeneous group of individuals if the nature of hetero-
geneity is not delineated. By applying hierarchical clustering analysis
of gene expression patterns from human HCC, mouse HCC and rat
fetal hepatoblasts and adult hepatocytes, we identified a new prog-
nostic subtype of HCC that shares gene expression patterns with fetal
hepatoblasts. The HB subtype is distinguished from other types of
HCC by the differential expression of hundreds of genes, and the
robustness of this gene expression signature in the HB subtype was
validated in an independent cohort of individuals with HCC.

Shared gene expression patterns of the HB subtype and fetal
hepatoblasts suggest that this subtype of HCC may arise from adult
hepatic progenitor cells, which have similar bipotential capacity as

hepatoblasts to differentiate into mature hepatocytes or cholangio-
cytes. Further support for this idea is supplied by the finding that
expression of well-known markers of hepatic oval cells, the early
progenitors of adult liver stem cells, is found in the HB subtype of
HCC. Lack of a hepatoblast-specific gene expression signature in
mouse HCC is not surprising. All of the HCCs in our mouse models
may arise from differentiated hepatocytes as a result of overexpression
of oncogenes bay hepatocyte-specific minimum Alb promoter that is
fully activated between 2 and 3 weeks after birth27–29. In addition,
HCCs from mouse models are negative for hepatic oval cell markers
(data not shown), suggesting that the contribution of oval cells to
hepatocarcinogenesis in our mouse models is minimal or absent.
These observations indicate that the gene expression signatures that
distinguish the HB subtype from other types of HCC are unlikely to
reflect the mature hepatocytic lineage.

Previous studies in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and T-cell acute
lymphoblastic leukemia indicated that the cellular origins of a tumor
largely dictate the clinical outcome of patients6,30, because mitogenic,
motogenic and morphogenic responses as well as the propensity for
apoptosis may vary at different stages of normal differentiation. In
rodent liver injury models, oval cells emerge from the canals of Hering
and later invade the entire lobular parenchyma31. Higher expression of
genes involved in invasive phenotype (MMP1, PLAUR, TIMP1, CD44
and VIL2) may reflect the cellular origin of these tumors, and account
for the poor prognosis of individuals with the HB subtype.

Our network–based pathway analyses of gene expression have
provided important insights into the pathogenesis of the HB subtype
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Figure 4 Cross-comparison of gene lists from two independent statistical

tests. (a) Venn diagram of genes selected by univariate test (two-sample

t-test) with multivariate permutations test (1,000 random permutations).

The red circle (gene list C) represents genes differentially expressed between

cluster A and B. The blue circle (gene list H) represents genes differentially

expressed between subtypes HB and HC. Expression of 907 genes shows

exclusive differences between HB and HC subtypes. We applied a cutoff

P value of o0.001 to retain genes whose expression is significantly

different between the two groups of tissues examined. In each comparison,

the maximum allowed number of false-positive genes was 10 and the

probability of getting the selected number of genes by chance if there are

no real differences between the groups was 0. (b) Expression patterns of

selected genes in the Venn diagram. Red and blue bars at the left side

of the heat map represent genes in the Venn diagram. Colored bars at the

top of the heat map represent tissues as indicated.
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of HCC. Enrichment of predicted JUN and FOS activity in the HB
subtype led us to hypothesize that the AP-1 complex might be the
major driving force in tumorigenesis of the HB subtype. Previous
studies showed that Jun is essential for normal hepatogenesis during
embryonic development and it seems to be crucial for initiation of
HCC development in mouse, as well32,33. Cell transformation fre-
quently resurrects preexisting but dormant signaling pathways that
were active during embryonic development34. Thus, our finding
supports the growing understanding that signaling pathways that
control embryonic development in vertebrates are also important in
carcinogenesis in humans. Further studies, however, will be necessary
to determine the roles of AP-1 in the newly identified HB subtype
of HCC.

Although conventional application of morphological diagnosis
supplemented with immunostaining of a few markers has been
successful in broadly classifying HCC, it lacks the resolution needed
to comprehensively identify prognostic subgroups of HCC. It also
does not provide biological insight into the different subgroups, which
is an essential requirement for the development of new therapeutic
strategies. The identification of the HB subtype suggests that the use of
interspecies comparison of gene expression patterns can improve the
accuracy of the molecular classification of HCC10,35.

Our observations in this study extend previous studies that postu-
lated the presence of progenitor cell–derived HCC8,36,37. In fact,
expression of two frequently used markers (KRT7 and KRT19) for
the progenitor cell origin of human HCC is significantly higher in the
HB subtype. Our current data, however, do not rule out the possibility
that the unique expression profile of HB subtype could be the result of
malignant transformation of mature hepatocytes with concomitant
dedifferentiation that results in the acquisition of progenitor-cell
features. Regardless of how the HB subtype of HCC acquired the
characteristic gene expression patterns, the unique gene set in the HB
subtype will provide an opportunity to identify a set of markers that
can accurately recognize by conventional immunostaining methods
the poor prognosis of individuals with the HB subtype of HCC. In this
context, it is of interest that we and other groups have shown that
HCCs that immunostain positive for KRT19 have a worse prognosis
than KRT19-negative HCCs38–40. Furthermore, it may be possible to
use this set of markers to predict the clinical course of preneoplastic
lesions (for example, dysplastic nodules) in the liver.

By applying two independent gene expression signatures, we were
able to divide individuals with HCC into three subgroups character-
ized by statistically significant differences in clinical outcome. These
findings support the notion that multiple molecular pathways dictate
the development and different clinical outcomes of HCC. Our finding
also indicates that the molecular features of HCC such as prognostic
gene expression signatures are present at the time of diagnosis.
Therefore, the use of gene expression profiling promises to improve
molecular classification and prediction of outcomes in HCC. Further-
more, molecular stratification of individuals with HCC into homo-
geneous subgroups may provide opportunities for the development of
new treatment modalities.

METHODS
Subjects and tissue samples. We obtained tumor tissues from 139 individuals

undergoing surgical treatment for HCC from two ethnic groups (61 Chinese

and 78 white). The median duration of follow up was 23.4 months; during this

period, 74 individuals died. The median age of the individuals was 57, and

73.3% were male. Of the 78 white individuals, 17 underwent liver transplanta-

tion and 9 received palliative treatment (data from these 26 individuals were

not included in the analysis of survival or tumor recurrence). Animal housing

and care were in accordance with the guidelines from the Animal Care and Use

Committee at the US National Cancer Institute. This study was approved by

the Institutional Review Board of the Mayo Clinic, the Cancer Institute of the

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, the University of Leuven and the US

National Cancer Institute.

DNA microarrays. We obtained the Human Array-Ready Oligo Set (Version

2.0) containing 70-mer probes of 21,329 genes from Qiagen and oligo

microarrays were produced at the Advanced Technology Center at the National

Cancer Institute.

We isolated total RNAs from frozen liver tissue using CsCl density-gradient

centrifugation. We pooled total RNAs from 19 normal livers for use as the

reference for all microarray experiments. To obtain gene expression profile data

from 139 human HCCs, we used 20 mg of total RNA from tissues to derive

fluorescently (Cy-5 or Cy-3) labeled cDNA. We carried out at least two

hybridizations for each tissue using a dye-swap strategy to eliminate dye-

labeling bias as previously described14.

We used previously published data for mouse HCC models and for rat

hepatoblasts and hepatocytes9,11. We used average gene expression ratios from

triplicate rat data sets.

Data analysis. We performed data transformation and normalization of gene

expression as previously described9,14. As three different microarray platforms

were used to generate gene expression profiles of rat hepatoblast and hepato-

cytes and of mouse and human HCCs, we selected orthologous genes that were

present in all microarrays by using curated mammalian orthology from the

Jackson Laboratory. A total of 80 orthologous genes were present in all

microarrays. Because the rat gene expression data were generated using mouse

cDNA microarrays11, we pooled mouse and rat data together and considered

them a single data set. Before integration of the two data sets, we standardized

the expression of each gene to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of

1 independently in both data sets. We applied hierarchical clustering analysis

as previously described9,14.

To avoid the idiosyncrasies of any particular prediction algorithm, we

applied five different prediction methods to determine the validity of the HB

and HC subtypes of HCC in Chinese individual: linear discriminator analysis,

support vector machines, nearest centroid, nearest neighbor and compound

covariate predictor. A gene expression data set from two predefined subclasses

of human HCC from China was used to develop and train prediction methods.

We identified the most differentially expressed genes between subtype HB

(n ¼ 14) and subtype HC (n ¼ 47) in the human data set. We combined these

genes (941 genes, P o 1.0 � 10�4, two-sample t-test) to form a series of

classifiers that estimate the probability that a particular HCC tissue belongs to

subtype HB or HC. The number of genes in the classifiers was optimized to

minimize misclassification errors during the leave-one-out cross-validation of

the data set from Chinese individuals.

To select genes that were differentially expressed between two groups of

tissues, we used a class-comparison tool in BRB ArrayTools (v3.2) as a method

for the two-sample t-test with the estimation of false discovery rate. We chose a

cutoff (P o 0.001) to retain a maximum allowed number of false-positive

genes to o10.

All statistical analyses were performed in R (version 2.0.1). We estimated the

probabilities of overall survival according to the Kaplan-Meier method.

Pathway analysis. We used two different approaches to explore the functional

relationships among the genes with altered expression in the HB subtype.

The first approach, carried out with the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis tool,

examined functional associations among genes and generated the gene net-

works with high significance on the basis that they had more of the

interconnected genes present than would be expected by chance. The signifi-

cance of each network was estimated by the scoring system provided by

Ingenuity. The scores are determined by the number of differentially expressed

genes within each of the networks and the strength of the associations among

network members. Once over-represented genes that are functionally relevant

in gene networks were identified, we validated their functional association by

using the independent pathway analysis tool PathwayAssist (version 3.0,

Ariadne Genomics).
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Quantification of proliferation and apoptosis. We performed immuno-

histochemical staining and quantitative measurement of apoptosis as

previously described9.

Assessments of microvascular invasion. All assessments were performed on

H&E-stained sections made from the paraffin-embedded biopsies with clear

tumor edges by two investigators (L.L. and T.R.) using a multiheaded micro-

scope. Microvascular invasion was defined as the unequivocal presence of

tumor cells inside the lumen of a vessel which is recognized by the focal

presence of endothelial lining.

URLs. The Jackson Laboratory: http://www.informatics.jax.org. BRB Array-

Tools: http://linus.nci.nih.gov/BRB-ArrayTools.html.

Accession codes. Gene Expression Omnibus accession codes: human micro-

array platform, GPL1528; human HCC microarray data, GSE1898

and GSE4024; mouse microarray platform, GPL1529; mouse HCC microarray

data, GSE1897.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Medicine website.
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